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Summary

Will an expansion of access to cognitive–behavioural therapy lead to greater happiness? Summerfield and Veale debate this question by focusing on the nature of mental distress and the best evidence for ameliorating it. Stimulating though it is, their debate left me wondering about the wider philosophical and ethical implications behind our rush to therapy.
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As I read this debate an image came to mind of two boxers in the ring back-to-back, flailing punches in the air but not engaging. Although at face value the motion concerns the validity of our concepts of mental illness and whether mass cognitive–behavioural therapy (CBT) in Layard centres could be counterproductive across society, it has much wider implications. The real issues at play here are the public role of therapy, its place in society and the implications of making it into a mass marketable commodity.1

Summerfield opens in fine rhetorical form arguing that a focus on symptoms in the absence of context is misplaced and will increase the likelihood that people will regard themselves as ill rather than victims of life’s vicissitudes. He claims that stress has become a catch-all justification for work absence but attributes this unwelcome trend at least in part to a (originally Thatcherite) political endeavour to massage the joblessness totals by moving people off the unemployment register and onto disability benefits. He argues that medicalising distress undermines age-old ways in which we understand and cope with the brutality of daily living and its perceived meaninglessness. However, he is not explicit about how this is done. Veale counters his arguments with a clarion call to evidence, particularly that found in published research. He thumps the diagnostic table with claims that shore up the validity of the English national morbidity surveys (of which I have been on the organising end) and the evidence base for talking therapies. He quite correctly places CBT in its context, namely the patient, their beliefs and their world.

All this is eminently sensible but I felt it failed to come to grips with the dilemmas at the heart of the debate. First, what is the right relationship of publicly available psychotherapy to law, politics, ethics and religion? Second, do psychiatric diagnoses and CBT divert us from a fuller grasp of what it is to live a life that many of the conundrums inherent in greatly expanding access to CBT in Britain. After all, who says psychotherapy is inherently good? Despite the science, CBT like all psychotherapy is a value-laden, social construction that has most meaning in Western societies. How do we decide whether a behaviour is right, a good? Despite the science, CBT like all psychotherapy is a value-laden, social construction that has most meaning in Western societies. How do we decide whether a behaviour is right, a goal of therapy good?2 Could depression be a sign of something inherently wrong with a person’s place in the world rather than faulty thinking? And on what basis is someone’s thinking faulty in the first place? Recourse to impressive treatment protocols of the sort Veale describes often shelters us from the ethics and values that are inevitably part and parcel of expanding access to psychotherapy so dramatically. This I think is what bothers

1See pp. 326–330, this issue.
Summerfield but not Veale. And so, what lies at the heart of this debate is the balance between the extreme individualism seen in the expansion of CBT on this scale and broader ideas about citizenship that take a more complex approach to the place of individual happiness in the world. Will Layard’s vision be counterproductive across society? Clearly we shall have to wait and see.
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Text by Dr Alexandra Pitman

Diagnosed with Diamond–Blackfan anaemia and congenital deafness as an infant and sentenced to years of transfusions, admissions and medications, the artist Alexandra Reinhardt initially used art as a form of therapy. During the long hours of transfusions she would vent her frustration by making collages out of the equipment used: giving sets, syringes and blood transfusion bags. In her twenties she was the first deaf student at the Chelsea College of Art and continued to use the visual arts and poetry as a means of expressing the impact of her condition.

Her lifelong relationship with hospitals intensified as her illness worsened and at the age of 32 she was diagnosed with depression. What is striking about her later work is the lack of any correlation between her clinical state and the mood of her work. When her body was at its weakest, her paintings changed to express a positive energy and vibrancy at odds with her extreme frailty, as shown in the image chosen here.

Following her death from septicaemia at the age of 43 her family established a scheme in her name, designed to bring art and creative activity into hospitals. This reflected her wish to create more uplifting environments in hospitals for patients, relatives and staff. The catalogue of her own work reflects the depths of her suffering as well as her humour, vitality and force of personality. For patients on psychiatric or any other wards the question of whether art in hospitals should be joyful to be truly uplifting remains a subject for debate.

The Alexandra Reinhardt Memorial Award is a £10 000 annual prize awarded by Paintings in Hospitals and funded by the Max Reinhardt Charitable Trust. The winning artist works on a programme of creative activities with patients, staff and visitors in a National Health Service hospital and is commissioned to create a major work of art for permanent display at that site. In addition a further piece is produced for the Paintings in Hospitals Collection which will be available to borrow by other hospitals in the UK. For further information please contact Helen Bonar at Paintings in Hospitals +44 (0)207 407 3222; mail@paintingsinhospitals.org.uk; www.paintingsinhospitals.org.uk. More information about Alexandra can be found at www.alexandrareinhardt.org.uk
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